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UCU has led a series of
high profile campaigns
against universities form-
ing partnerships with this
company as we believe
these joint ventures are
risky enterprises with a
risky company. 

UCU is deeply opposed to the proposed venture between the University of York and INTO
University Partnerships. In this briefing we would like to draw the university community’s
attention to important information about INTO.

We would also like to explain why we believe this proposal represents an unacceptable risk
for the university.

WHO ARE INTO?
INTO is a private company that offers to form joint ventures with universities in which it
assumes control of the recruitment and teaching of international students for universities
and runs as a ‘for profit’ enterprise. 

They also commonly offer to take over and develop university property, turning it into
new facilities for international students. The land is leased to INTO for 35 years and
the facilities are owned by INTO.

UCU has led a series of high profile campaigns against universities forming partner-
ships with this company as we believe these joint ventures are risky enterprises with a
risky company. 

WHY DOES UCU OPPOSE THIS PROPOSAL?
We believe a joint venture with INTO would be an unnecessary gamble and that it 

would represent a threat to the high quality of education and reputation of the University 

of York. 

We believe that joint ventures with INTO are an extremely risky proposition and to 

enter into partnership with the company would be playing with fire in financial terms.

FINANCIAL RISK: RISK OF JOINT VENTURE LOSSES OR FAILURES
INTO’s model is to recruit international students and ‘guarantee’ them (subject to
achieving the correct grades) a place at one of their partner universities. But it’s highly
questionable whether partner universities will feel the benefits of this model.

UCU conducted research in 2011 using Freedom of Information requests to look at
joint venture progression rates. This showed that at their most successful, in the bigger,
longer established joint ventures, after three years of operation, INTO joint ventures at
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UEA, Exeter and Newcastle were recruiting between 200 and 400 students at each joint
venture of whom between 44 and 58% were progressing to their partner universities. 

In other words, in the best case scenario, a partner university might be looking at four or
five in every 10 international students recruited not progressing to one of their courses

In addition, the joint ventures commit their partners to bearing a significant risk of 
incurring financial losses and even possible failure. 

Because each university commits 50% equity to the joint ventures, the losses are
shared accordingly. INTO will say that losses are characteristic of the early life of a
joint venture. But in some cases, the losses have been terminal to the joint venture or
continue to be significant.

l INTO’s partnership with Manchester College was dissolved in 2009, following losses
of £1.4 million.

l At Queen’s University Belfast, a joint venture was incorporated in April 2009 in the
face of staff opposition. Company accounts for 2009-10 showed that the joint 
venture at Queen’s Belfast lost £1,539,237. Two years later, company accounts
showed that the joint venture was still making a loss of £630,000. Both the City
and Queen’s joint ventures seem to rely on loans from their partner universities 
and from INTO University partnerships. 

l At City University it was reported in January 2011 that recruitment shortfall was 
generating a forecast loss of £1.3million to the joint venture rather than the surplus
the company had forecast. In FY 2009-10, the joint venture posted losses of
£2.5million. Three years after it began trading, City University’s joint venture is still
making losses. In fact, according to the university’s financial statements, its loss in
2012/13 was 50% greater than in the previous year.1 

l City University’s council is currently reviewing the future of the joint venture. 

RISK TO QUALITY: REPUTATION AT STAKE
UCU has always argued that partnerships with for-profit companies represent a particular
risk for universities – particularly when the universities are using their reputations to
attract students to the joint ventures. 

INTO Exeter is one of the oldest INTO joint ventures. As the Times Higher recently 
reported, it appears that the drive to recruit new students might be putting a strain 
on the quality of the students being reported, exactly as UCU predicted. 

The Times Higher reported that:

‘The University of Exeter council minutes state that growth in international student 
numbers in the business school “had been driven by INTO which had resulted in students
predominantly from the People’s Republic of China studying accounting and finance.’

The minutes also state: ‘A review was being undertaken to look at the quality of 
students entering the business school through INTO, as the quality of these students
was now, for the first time, lower than those recruited by the university.2 
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1 http://www.city.ac.uk/__data/assets/pdf_file/0006/204738/City-University-London-Financial-
Statements-2012-13.pdf
2 http://www.timeshighereducation.co.uk/news/exeter-to-cut-international-business-student-numbers-after-
quality-concerns/2006664.article 
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The point about this is that there is a limit to what the university can do about this 
situation. Having effectively outsourced recruitment of students, the university is 
carrying the risk to its reputation while being locked into a long-term equity joint 
venture with INTO. 

UCU has also long warned that for-profit private providers like INTO depend on cutting
the cost of teaching to generate their profits, creating downward pressures on quality
that will eventually rebound to affect their partner universities. 

Transferring staff out of university employment
l At several joint ventures, staff have been transferred out of university employment to

become employees of the joint venture. TUPE offers temporary protection for the pay
and terms and conditions of these staff but they lose their right to incremental pay
progression, while rates and terms and conditions can be altered whenever the 
employer decides to make a business case for doing so.

l Some staff report changes to rates of pay.

l Many have told us that teaching workloads increased dramatically under INTO’s joint
ventures. 

l Membership of TPS and USS cannot be maintained under a Joint Venture with INTO. 

New staff: less qualified and on lower pay and poorer conditions
l Firstly, INTO appear to recruit less qualified staff than their public or in-house 

counterparts. INTO job advertisements ask for ‘an appropriate postgraduate 
qualification’ (this could be CELTA, DELTA or a PGCE). It is desirable but not essential
to have ‘an understanding of challenges of teaching international students’. Public
institutions typically demand a higher level of qualification and experience of teaching
in higher education.

l Chairman of INTO Andrew Colin is on public record admitting that ‘rates of pay are
probably worse’ in his company than in partner universities. This is borne out by job
adverts. 

l INTO salaries for full-time jobs range from £24,000 per annum at the bottom to a
maximum of £28,000 per annum. There is no incremental progression. By contrast,
public institution salaries range from £27,319 to £39,000 with many lecturers posi-
tioned on Grade 6 which has a salary range from £27,319 to £33,600.

l INTO offers a markedly inferior pension scheme to either USS or TPS with 12% 
annual contribution shared equally between INTO and the employee. Staff are eligible
to join the scheme only after a 12 month period of employment. In TPS by contrast,
employees join straight away and pay a 7-8% contribution, while the employer pays
14.1%.

l Full-time INTO employees work an 800 hour teaching year. Some are employed on
zero hours contracts. INTO provide only statutory maternity leave and sick pay.

l INTO centres remain open during university closure days and staff must take these
off from their holiday allowance. 

l INTO contracts include clauses enabling the company to summarily dismiss you if
you 'are guilty of any conduct which in the Company's opinion is likely to prejudice
the interests of the Company whether or not such conduct occurs in the course of
your employment'. 

For-profit private providers
like INTO depend on 
cutting the cost of 
teaching to generate 
their profits, creating
downward pressures on
quality that will eventually
rebound to affect their
partner universities. 
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3 http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2011/10/14/goldman-sachs-for-profit-college_n_997409.html 

l INTO contracts also include clauses saying 'You agree to submit to a personal
search and/or to a search of your office, locker, desk and other personal effects
whenever the Company reasonably believes such a search to be necessary for safety
reasons, for the protection of health ... for the prevention of crime or the 
protection of the rights of others (including the Company's rights).'

In UCU’s view, these kind of pay rates, pension rights, terms and conditions and 
contracts are inappropriate for university professionals and incompatible with the 
fostering of a collegiate academic and professional community. 

INTO – A RISKY PARTNER
Until recently, INTO was solely owned by Andrew Colin, an education entrepreneur who
previously ran Study Group International, a specialist in English language training for
foreign students. He sold it to Daily Mail & General Trust for more than £40m in 2000. 

INTO’s chairman Andrew Colin is also a man of high ambitions. He told the Times Higher
Education Supplement:

‘I developed partnerships with universities in Australia, North America and the UK. 
Some see their core business as brand identity, postgraduate teaching, research and
quality control – not necessarily teaching undergraduates. There is nothing to stop 
undergraduate teaching being outsourced.’

In 2013, INTO announced that it had sold a 25% stake in the company to a private 
equity fund called Leeds Equity Partners.

UCU has produced a report on the dangers of companies controlled by private equity,
citing the example of the US higher education sector, where private equity funds fuelled
the growth of massive for-profit education companies which have become a public and
political scandal for their educational failures. 

This is particularly relevant in the case of INTO as Leeds Equity Partners have a record
as investors in higher education. Along with Goldman Sachs Capital (the private equity
arm of Goldman Sachs investment bank) and Providence Equity, Leeds Equity Partners
are the investors behind Education Management Corporation. Education Management
Corporation is the second biggest for-profit higher education company in the USA. Its
growth became astronomical after the buyout and the company was accused of putting
fast growth and big profits ahead of any respect for students or standards.

As the Huffington Post reported in 2012, ‘employees recounted a distinct culture shift
once the company went private under Goldman Sachs and the other private equity 
investors, as day-to-day operations warped from a commitment to students and their
success into an environment laser-focused on hitting mandated enrollment targets. 
New recruits were viewed simply as a conduit for federal student assistance dollars, 
the employees said, and pressure mounted from management to enroll anyone at 
any cost.’3

Interviewed in August 2010, the company’s former CFO, who retired shortly after the
buyout, stated: ‘you take on that amount of private-equity debt, you need to earn high
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rates of return for these investors, I was worried that the quality of the experience for
employees and students was going to deteriorate.’

And Senator Harkin’s comprehensive report into the for-profit education industry in the
US said of Education Management Corporation: 

‘the company may have been more focused on demonstrating enrollment growth (and
the corresponding growth in profit) than on ensuring that the company was enrolling
students who could benefit from its programs.’4

The worry is, obviously, that the increasing role of private equity in INTO University 
Partnerships will import the same business imperatives into that company and that
this will be reflected in the behaviour of the joint ventures. This could mean that the
company looks to increase its portfolio at York, putting at risk other areas of its existing
provision and it could lead to the pressures to recruit and teach students who are not
suitable, as seen at Exeter. 

The ultimate risk with all this is of course carried by the University of York which will
have allowed INTO to trade with its name.

WIDESPREAD OPPOSITION
These joint ventures tend to be developed by managements with almost no consulta-
tion in the wider university community. Perhaps this is because whenever the wider
community is consulted it tends to oppose such gambles. 

For example, UCU has polled staff at four universities on how they thought a joint 
venture with INTO would affect their university’s reputation:

l At Queen’s University Belfast 96% of those voting said that they thought a joint 
venture with INTO would adversely affect the reputation of the university.

l At Goldsmith’s College 94% said they thought a joint venture would adversely affect
the college’s reputation.

l At Essex University 90% said they thought a joint venture would adversely affect the
reputation of the university.

l At De Montfort University, 90% said they thought joint venture would adversely affect
the reputation of the university.

IT’S JUST TOO RISKY
UCU has strong views that universities should be publicly funded and regulated and
that these are vital elements in defending the quality of higher education in the UK.

But whatever your view of how higher education should be conducted, we believe that
this proposed joint venture with INTO is just too risky for York.

The financial commitments for the university are too big and the risks of failure and
permanent reputation damage for the university are too great.

Perhaps this is why so many other universities have turned down INTO including Essex,
Goldsmiths College, Oxford Brookes, Royal Holloway, Reading, Queen Mary and most
recently De Montfort University.

These joint ventures 
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4 http://www.help.senate.gov/imo/media/for_profit_report/PartII/EDMC.pdf 



The Vice Chancellor of De Montfort emailed his staff last year to explain the university’s
reasons for turning down the joint venture:

‘While there are a number of benefits to be had from entering into such a partnership,
any decision to do so must be based on a robust consideration of the potential risks
weighed against the potential rewards. On that basis, and after careful consideration,
the Executive Board (EB) has made the decision not to proceed with this joint venture
partnership. This decision has not been reached lightly. The up-front investments 
involved, coupled with the significant uncertainties in the current funding regime 
(which require us to conserve our cash reserves and generally limit our exposure to
risk) meant that EB members did not feel able to support a joint venture partnership
with INTO.’

UCU is calling on the university of York’s management to reconsider a partnership 
with INTO and emulate other universities, like Essex, which have sought to develop 
their in-house provision instead. 
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